Through a glass, darkly
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This copperplate engraving is the Workshop of Lens Grinders (circa 1780) by the Italian artist Francesco Pedro
(1740-1806). It shows a perhaps somewhat stylised view of a lens-making workshop. Left and centre craftsmen
examine a telescope and microscope. No other science is as dependent on a single instrument as astronomy on the
telescope, and telescopes could not have developed without an established tradition of lens manufacture.
Several of the articles in this issue cover aspects of the history of astronomical instrumentation. There is a report of
last year’s Autumn Conference, which had the theme Historical Instruments and Imaging. John Armitage gives a
second progress report on the recreation of a typical Victorian observatory at Pendrell Hall in Staffordshire and
Leonard Honey describes the history of the sextant.
The Workshop of Lens Grinders is reproduced from the exhibition catalogue A Spectacle of Spectacles by Wolf
Winkler (ed), trans. Dorothy Jaeschke, 1988 (Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung Jena: Leipzig). A copy is available in the
Society’s Libraries.

Editorial
David Rayner
This issue carries further news of
fresh insights into the Antikythera
Mechanism, the complex geared
mechanism covered in Greek
astronomical inscriptions that has
stirred so much interest since novel
imaging techniques revealed its
complex
mechanism
and
astronomical markings in detail.
Also in the Further news section we
bring a report concerning the
discovery of a Mediaeval drawing of
Stonehenge - the first document to
use the name ‘Stonehenge’ - that has
been uncovered in France. This
issue also carries an update on the
intriguing re-creation of vintage
observatories at Pendrell Hall.
Incidentally, this is where the
Society will be holding this year’s
Summer Picnic, see Society news
below. We also have an article on
the history of the mariner’s sextant,
an indispensable aid to navigation at
sea. All our usual features will also
be found below – enjoy!

I wonder if you have ever thought
about the way your Newsletter is
produced? It’s a joint effort with coeditors Stuart Williams, Clive
Davenhall and Madeline Cox doing
a lot of the digging and writing of
the material for the regular columns
and the remainder comes from
contributors, usually members of the
Society. Clive then edits the material
and decides which will go into the
current issue and its probable
running order. Once we have
enough edited material ready, I start
the assembly process. The object is
to make it all fit into 20 or 24 pages
(multiples of four sides) and this is
mostly done by adjusting the
number and size of the images.
Occasionally we will remove or
insert an extra small piece to make it
all fit. Then comes the proof-reading
stage. A copy of the draft, which is
in Word format at this point is
turned into a PDF file and posted on
the internet for the co-editors to read
and comment for corrections. Eagle-

eyed Clive is particularly good at
this task. When all is corrected, the
final draft is sent to the printer on a
CD and a proof copy returned. After
all the whizzing back and fourth on
the internet, this always seems
somewhat sluggish, but it’s the way
the printer likes to do things and it
works. Finally, printed copies are
sent to Peter Hingley who collates
any fliers etc. and organises the
stuffing and posting.
Sadly, this is the last Newsletter I
shall be co-editing. Despite the joy
and satisfaction it has been to be
involved in its production for the
last few years, overseas travel and a
building project will take me away
from the keyboard and make it
impossible for me to help as we run
into the Society’s fifth year. Clive,
Stuart and Madeline have been a
treasure to work with and I know
that whoever takes over from me
will find them just as friendly and
helpful as I have.

Society News
Stuart Williams
Happy fifth anniversary!
February is a little late, but the
Council of the Society for the
History of Astronomy would like to
not only wish all our fellow
members a Happy New Year, but
also a Happy Fifth Anniversary Year
– especially to our Founder
Members! The Society was founded
five years ago on 29 June, 2002, and
the anniversary will be marked
during the 2007 Summer Picnic (see
below).

Donation of slide projectors
to the BMI
At the SHA Council meeting at the
Birmingham & Midland Institute on
25 November 2006, two slide
projectors were donated to the BMI
jointly by the SHA and The Science
Museum, London. The Kodak
Carousel projectors were surplus to
the needs of The Science Museum.
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Stuart Williams (left) and Kevin Johnson (right) hand over a gift of slide projectors to
Philip Fisher (centre) of the BMI. Photograph by Roger Jones

The Museum donated them to the
SHA for use at the BMI, which was
urgently in need of replacement
audio-visual
equipment.
The
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projectors were formally handed
over to Mr Philip Fisher,
Administrator and General Secretary
of
the
Institute,
by
SHA
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Councillor/Antiquarian Astronomer
Assistant Editor Kevin Johnson
representing the Science Museum,
and SHA Secretary Stuart Williams
representing the SHA, in the
presence of Council.
Special thanks are due to The
Science Museum, especially Kevin
Johnson and his colleague James
Martin, Deputy Manager, Gallery
Maintenance
Department,
for
arranging the gift of these
professional quality projectors to the
SHA.
Apart from registering a significant
mark of our support for the BMI, to
which we are affiliated and from
which we also receive much support
(especially in the form of their
housing of our Sir Robert Ball
Library), the SHA will also benefit
directly as we will not in future have
to pay for slide projector hire at the
BMI during events.

Application for charitable
status?
A flyer is included with this issue of
the Newsletter canvassing members’
opinion on the SHA seeking
charitable status. This exercise is
part of the Society’s planning for the
next few years. The Society has
always intended to apply for
charitable status in due course: there
are
numerous
advantages,
particularly financial ones. The
Society’s fifth anniversary year
finds it well-established and an
application is now considered
timely. Members are encouraged to
respond accordingly.

SHA meetings in 2007
The Society will hold the following
meetings during 2007.
Sat. 21 April. BAA/SHA Joint
Meeting. See below.
Sat. 16 June. Summer Picnic. See
below.
Sat. 14 July. AGM and Summer
Conference at the National Maritime
Museum, Greenwich. Proposed
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theme: The Survey of Astronomical
History. It is anticipated that the
Conference will focus on practical
‘how to’ issues in researching and
recording local astronomical history
and contributing to the Survey.
Some time for short papers on
members’ own projects should also
be available. Details TBA.
Sat. 6 October. SHA Autumn
Conference at the BMI. Theme: A
Review of Members’ Work. Papers
from 20 minutes to 1 hour including
question time will be welcome, on
all members’ projects, especially
local astronomical history and
contributions to the Survey.

BAA/SHA Joint Meeting
The
British
Astronomical
Association is holding an Out of
London meeting on Saturday 21
April and has invited the SHA to
participate in the event as a Joint
Meeting. The event will be held at
the Birmingham & Midland
Institute,
Margaret
Street,
Birmingham (the usual venue for the
SHA
Autumn
Conference;
http://www.bmi.org.uk).
Admission is free of charge to
members of the BAA, SHA and
local
astronomical
societies.
Booking is not required, but a
charge for refreshments will be
made on the day. You are
recommended to bring a packed
lunch or plan on eating out because
of the limited capacity of Hudson’s
cafe at the BMI. Please note that the
SHA is not organising this event but
is supporting it by providing two
speakers and contributing towards
the cost of refreshments as well as
providing audio-visual equipment
for the day. The Sir Robert Ball
Library will be open 12 noon - 2 pm
for those attending.
The SHA Council would like to
strongly encourage members to
support this event, which offers a
fine mix of historical and scientific
astronomical lectures as well as the
opportunity to meet like-minded
members of the BAA. The current
programme, set by the BAA, is as
follows:
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09:30 - 09:50: Registration
09:50 - 10:00: Official Welcome,
BAA President, Dr Richard Miles
10:00 - 11:00: Mr Peter Grego,
Lunar and Planetary Observing –
Learning from our Legacy
11:00 - 12:00: Mr Anthony Kinder,
Why History?
12:00 - 13:00: Mr Roger Jones, Sir
Robert Stawell Ball
13:00 - 14:00: Lunch break (lunch
not provided)
14:00 - 15:00: Dr Dave Clements,
The Herschel Observatory
15:00 - 16:00: Dr Stephen Serjeant
and Dr Chris Pearson, The
AKARI/ASTRO-F
Infrared
Astronomy Satellite
16:00 - 16:30: Tea
16:30 - 17:30: Dr Allan Chapman,
The Astronomical work of Robert
Hooke
17:30 - 17:45: Close,
President, Dr Richard Miles

BAA

The BAA’s Meetings Secretary,
Hazel Collett, may be contacted by
email: meetings@britastro.org.

Summer Picnic
Council had hoped that the Society’s
fifth anniversary would be marked
with an event to be held over the
summer at Wadham College,
Oxford, the site of the Founding (see
Newsletter no. 11, July 2006, p23).
However, revised arrangements at
Wadham College have made such an
event
prohibitively
expensive.
Instead the 2007 SHA Summer
Picnic will be held in the
picturesque grounds of Pendrell Hall
in Codsall Wood, Staffordshire on
Saturday 16 June.
The Society has kindly been invited
to Pendrell Hall by Mr John
Armitage, Director of the Pendrell
Hall Observatories Project. This
project
has
erected
several
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recreations of typical
Victorian observatories in
the grounds of the Hall
(see p12), and there will
be an opportunity to
inspect
these
observatories during the
afternoon. There will also
be several talks, including
one by the SHA Honorary
President
Dr
Allan
Chapman. In the event of
inclement weather it will
be possible to reconvene
inside the Hall.

November 2006, p2),
but
briefly:
nominations
with
seconds should be sent
to SHA Chairman
Gilbert Satterthwaite
(email
chair@shastro.org.uk).

Also as mentioned in
the
previous
Newsletter,
a
volunteer candidate is
still needed to take
over
from
Ken
The Victorian-style observatories in the grounds of Pendrell Hall,
Goward as Treasurer,
South Staffordshire recreated by the Pendrell Hall Observatories
In the mid-nineteenth
it being proposed that
Project (see pp12-13)
century
Lord
John
Ken will continue to
Wrottesley,
Second
Baron
take responsibility for Membership.
SHA Council meetings in
Wrottesley (1798-1867) established
Anyone interested should discuss
2007
an observatory in the grounds of
the position with Ken (contact
Wrottesley Hall, about two miles
details on back page) in the first
The SHA Council will meet on the instance.
from Pendrell Hall (see The
following dates during 2007. All
Antiquarian Astronomer, 2006, 3,
meetings commence at 1 pm. These
pp5-10). Before the picnic proper
Newsletter Joint Editor
meetings are not open due to lack of
there will be an additional, optional
retires
space, but any member may attend
visit to the ruin of this observatory.
by prior arrangement with the
To join this visit meet in the car park
David Rayner, one of our two longSecretary.
of the Foaming Jug inn on the A41
standing and successful Joint Editors
at 11 am. It is then a short walk of
of the Newsletter, is retiring.
Sat. 17 February. In the temporary
about three hundred yards to the
Council would like to place on
rooms of the RAS at Hallam Court,
observatory site.
record their thanks to David for his
77, Hallam Street, London W1.
hardworking service to the Society
It is also hoped to include a visit to
and for all his friendly and helpful
the mission church of St Peter’s in Sat. 23 June. The Yorkshire
assistance during his time working
Museum,
Museum
Gardens,
the village of Codsall Wood, where
with us. They would also like to
Museum Street, York, YO1 7FR.
there is a memorial stained glass
wish David and his wife all the very
window to Joseph Hough (1838best for the future and a very
1924), an astronomer employed by Sat. 3 November. Institute of
enjoyable time travelling in the
University
of
the Wrottesley family. St Peter’s is Astronomy,
coming months. A flyer seeking
Cambridge,
Madingley
Road,
only a few minutes walk from
volunteers for his post is included
Cambridge. CB3 0HA.
Pendrell Hall.
with this Newsletter. Anyone
interested should contact Joint
If you do not wish to join the visit to
Council appointments,
Editor Clive Davenhall (contact
the Wrottesley observatory go
vacancies and elections
details on back page).
straight to Pendrell Hall. The picnic
proper starts at 1:30 pm and as in The annual SHA Council Election
previous years you should bring
will take place during the AGM on
your own food and refreshments.
Saturday 14 July at the National
The price of admission is £3.00 per
Maritime Museum, Greenwich,
person. Cheques should be made
London.
payable to ‘The Society for the
History of Astronomy’ and sent to
Following his nomination to stand
Ken Goward (address on the back
for election as Secretary from 2007,
page). A flyer giving further details
Council has appointed Kevin
is included with this issue of the
Kilburn as Assistant Secretary with
Newsletter.
immediate effect. Nominations for
additional candidates for the
Some further information about
position of Secretary are however
Pendrell Hall is available at URL:
still welcome. For full details see the
SHA Newsletter Joint Editor David
http://www.pendrell-hall.org.uk/
previous Newsletter (no. 12,
Rayner
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Further news
Compiled by Clive Davenhall
The Antikythera Mechanism
revealed
As mentioned in the previous issue
(Newsletter, no. 12, November
2006, pp4-5) new research by an
Anglo-Greek team using noninvasive imaging techniques, such as
computerised tomography,
has
yielded fresh insights into the
Antikythera Mechanism. The new
results were presented at a
conference held in Athens on 30
November - 1 December 2006 and
have been published in Nature.
The remains of the Antikythera
Mechanism were recovered from a
shipwreck discovered off the coast
of the Greek island of Antikythera in
1900. They have long been an
anomaly. Though heavily corroded
they appear to be parts of a complex
geared mechanism covered in Greek
astronomical inscriptions. They are
unlike anything else known from
classical antiquity.

The new results confirm that the
artefact was a complex geared
device containing at least thirty
hand-cut bronze gears. They also
double the number of characters
known to have been inscribed on it.
The mechanism is thought to have
been enclosed in a wooden frame,
now lost, with two doors covered in
instructions. It would have been
driven by a hand-crank. The main
structure, and largest remaining
fragment, is a single dial, centrally
placed on the front plate and
labelled with a Greek zodiac and
Egyptian calendar.
At the back of the device there were
two further dials showing lunar
cycles and eclipse patterns. These
included a pin-and-slot mechanism
to replicate the Moon’s irregular
motion; an ingenious mechanical
representation of Hipparchus’ theory
of lunar motion. The device might
also have functioned as a sort of
orrery, displaying the positions of
two, or possibly more, planets.

Close-up of X-ray image

The newly discovered inscriptions
suggest a date for the device of 100150 BC, earlier than previously
thought and some decades before it
was lost. The ship transporting it
was en route from Rhodes to Rome
around the middle of the first
century BC when she foundered.
One theory is that the device was
made in Rhodes at the school of the
historian and philosopher Posidonios
which is known to have been a
centre
of
astronomy
and
engineering. Hipparchus, of course,
also came from Rhodes.
It is difficult to overestimate the
importance of the artefact and the
new results. The device is a
complete anomaly; nothing else like
it is known from classical antiquity,
though descriptions of similar
devices have survived. The quality
of the workmanship suggests that it
is the product of a mature
technology, made by experienced
craftsmen confident of their
techniques, rather than a ‘one-off’
effort.

An X-ray image taken in 2005 showing the main fragment of the Antikythera
Mechanism. Compare this with the conventional photograph, (Newsletter, no. 12,
November 2006, p4) The complicated arrangement of the gears is plainly visible
in the X-ray image (photograph courtesy Anthony Ayiomamitis; see
http://www.perseus.gr/Astro-Greek-Archae-Astr-Antikythera.htm)
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The origin of clockwork has always
been something of a mystery. The
new results confirm the existence of
a Greek technology of geared
mechanisms a millennium before the
known Mediaeval European and
Arab traditions. We hope to carry an
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article on the mechanism in a future
issue of the Newsletter.
Further reading
T. Freeth et al, 2006, Nature, 444,
pp587-591.
J. Marchant, 2006, Nature, 444,
pp534-538.
The
Antikythera
Mechanism
Research Project: www.antikytheramechanism.gr
Wikipedia entry:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antikyt
hera_mechanism

Mediaeval drawing of
Stonehenge discovered
Another Mediaeval drawing of
Stonehenge has been discovered,
joining the two already known. The
discovery was made by Christian
Heck, a Professor of the History of
Art at the University of Lille. He
found the drawing in a scala mundi,
literally a ‘world ladder,’ a type of
Mediaeval text presenting the
history of the world as a universal
chronology stretching forward from
The Creation.
The document is now in the
Municipal Library in Douai in
northern France, though it originated
in England and was probably taken
to Douai by Catholic refugees
during the sixteenth century. Prof.
Heck found it in 2001 whilst
cataloguing, but did not initially
realise its importance.
The drawing dates from the 1440s
and is not the earliest depiction of
Stonehenge known. There is an
earlier drawing, also in a scala
mundi, which dates from around
1342 and is now in Corpus Christi
College, Cambridge. However, the
newly-discovered drawing is the
earliest known which appears to
have been drawn by someone who
had seen Stonehenge. The sketch is
immediately recognisable and shows
four free-standing trilithons (only
three stand now). The document is
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The drawing of Stonehenge recently rediscovered in a scala mundi dating from the
1440s. The document is now in the Municipal Library in Douai in northern France

also the first to use the name
‘Stonehenge’.
The earliest unambiguous reference
to Stonehenge, which is unillustrated, is by Henry of
Huntington in 1130, who lists it as
one of four English wonders.
However, there is a much earlier
passage by the Greek historian
Diodorus of Sicily writing in the
first century BC that probably refers
to Stonehenge. He quotes an earlier
historian from about 500 BC who
mentions a spherical Temple of
Apollo on a remote island in the
ocean ‘beyond the land of the Celts’.
This reference is followed by a
confused passage about the god
returning to this island on a
nineteen-year astronomical cycle.
Apollo, of course, had solar
connections.
It is possible that the Royal
Academy might display the new
drawing during 2007 as part of its
three
hundredth
anniversary
celebrations. Details will be reported
in the Newsletter as they become
available.

surviving residence occupied by
William Herschel during his time in
England. The Herschels lived in the
house for the later part of their stay
in Bath, where William worked as
an organist. He did much important
astronomical work here, including
discovering Uranus (see the report
of the talk by Michael Tabb in
Newsletter no. 6, March 2006, p8).
By the 1970s the house was semiderelict. In 1977 the William
Herschel Society was founded, with
the restoration of the property as one
of its aims and Sir Patrick Moore as
its first President. Thanks to the
activities of the Society and,
amongst others, Leslie and Elizabeth
Hilliard and Phillipa Savery, the
house was restored as a Museum. It
opened to the public on 13 March
1981, exactly two hundred years
after William Herschel discovered
Uranus.
Since then the Museum has gone
from strength to strength. It is now
administered by the William
Herschel Trust, whose trustees

Further reading
The discovery is described in detail
in British Archaeology, no. 92,
November / December 2006.

Three anniversaries
The William Herschel Museum
celebrated
its
twenty-fifth
anniversary last year. The Museum,
at 19, New Street, Bath is the last
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The workshop in the basement of
the Museum where William Herschel
made many of the parts of his
telescopes (courtesy of the William
Herschel Museum)
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include the William Herschel
Society, the RAS and the Royal
Society. The house is part of a
terrace and is typical of the sort of
dwellings that artisans or tradesmen
living in Bath at the time of the
Herschels would have occupied. It
has been furnished in a style
appropriate for the late eighteenth
century and contains displays
pertinent to the Herschels and their
astronomical work. The Museum is
open daily (except Wednesdays)
from February to December.
Further reading: the Web site for
the William Herschel Museum is at
http://www.bath-preservationtrust.org.uk/museums/herschel/ and
that for the William Herschel
Society at
http://www.williamherschel.org.uk/.
Spaceflight,
the
British
Interplanetary Society (BIS)’s semipopular magazine celebrated its
fiftieth anniversary last year, the
first issue being published in
October 1956. Thus Spaceflight
predates Sputnik 1 and the space age
by about a year, though by this time
the BIS was already wellestablished, having been founded in
1933.
The editor in the early days was
Patrick Moore. The first issue
contained articles on, inter alia, the
ideas
behind
rocketry
and
interplanetary
travel;
K.E.
Tsiolkovski, the early Russian
pioneer of spaceflight; the US
Vanguard Project and the colours of
martian vegetation.
Further reading: the BIS Web site
is
at:
http://www.bisspaceflight.com/

The first of the nine images of the hitherto unknown far side of the Moon returned
by the Russian probe Lunik 3 in 1959. These images were transmitted live on The
Sky at Night and remain one of the highlights of the programme. Sir Patrick’s own
work on mapping the features just visible at the extremity of the lunar limb helped
to tie the new photographs into maps of the familiar near side

The Sky at Night, the BBC’s longrunning astronomy programme was
first broadcast on 24 April 1957, so
2007 will be its fiftieth year.
Throughout its lifetime it has been
presented by the SHA’s Honorary
Vice-President and benefactor, Sir
Patrick Moore, making it the longest
running programme with a single
presenter certainly on the BBC and
perhaps in the world. Episode 650
was broadcast on 8 January this year
at 1:55 pm (which late hour did not
please Sir Patrick).
Like Spaceflight, the programme
predates the space age and its long
history has seen many highlights,
from the first photographs of the
lunar far side and the Apollo
landings a decade later to visits to
remote mountaintop observatories in
more recent years. We wish both
The Sky at Night and Sir Patrick
many more successful years.
Further reading: The Sky at Night
Web
site
is
at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/space/
spaceguide/skyatnight/.
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Pluto again
As mentioned in the previous issue,
the Newsletter does not intend to
become embroiled in the IAU’s
deliberations over the status of
Pluto. However, if you are interested
in this topic, or wish to familiarise
yourself with the arguments for the
various proposals, the on-line
journal
Astronomy
Education
Review (AER) has recently carried
‘Teaching What a Planet Is’ by
Andrew Fraknoi (AER, 2006,
volume 5, issue 2), which discusses
the issue. To access this article go to
the
AER
Web
site,
http://aer.noao.edu and (at the time
of writing) follow the link ‘Current
Issue’.
Similar, but more concise, material
appeared recently in the Journal of
the Astronomical Society of
Edinburgh (‘Pluto and the Planets,’
by Horst Meyerdierks, no. 51,
December
2006;
see
http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org
/publications/journals/51/).
Alternatively, if you would like an
entire book on the topic there is
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David Weintraub’s Is Pluto a
Planet? A Historical Journey
through the Solar System (2006,
Princeton Univ. Press).

A star for the Reich
Stars have been used as aids to
navigation at sea and in the desert
for millennia. However, apparently
this long-established practice has
unexpected pitfalls.

In the run-up to Christmas the
Rossmann chain removed figurines
of Santa Claus from its stores in
Germany following complaints by
customers. The offending figure
held the traditional sack in his left
hand, but his right arm was held
stiffly upwards, apparently giving a
Nazi salute, which is illegal in
Germany.

The official explanation is that Santa
was pointing out a star to his
reindeer, which they were to use as a
guide. Perhaps there was some
unconscious syncretism here with
the Star of Bethlehem story.
Doubtless Santa was telling Rudolph
and the gang ‘all you have to do is
follow (that star).’ With apologies to
Roger Waters. See Fortean Times,
March 2007, no. 220, p8.

SHA Autumn Conference
Clive Davenhall
As usual the annual SHA Autumn
Conference for 2006 was held at the
Birmingham & Midland Institute
(BMI) in central Birmingham. This
year it fell on Saturday 7 October. I
had flown down the evening before
and on the Saturday morning my
father and I had only a short train
journey, though it was enlivened by
the closure of Stafford Station for
track alterations, which caused
havoc with the timetable. We also
almost went astray on the short walk
from New Street to the BMI, but
soon found our way.
The talks were held in the John Lee
Lecture Theatre, with registration,
refreshments and exhibitors in the
nearby Gallery Room. The theme
this year was Historical Instruments
and Imaging and the meeting was
attended by about sixty people.
Following welcome refreshments,
proceedings started with an an
introduction by Stuart Williams.
Gilbert Satterthwaite then took over
to chair the programme. He
apologised that the first speaker,
Madeline Cox, could not be present
because of family illness. He also
informed members that, because of
the shortage of space in their
temporary accommodation, the RAS
were offering copies of their twovolume History of the RAS to their
Fellows at very reasonable rates (to
dispose of surplus copies) and that
they had kindly extended this offer
to members of the SHA.

to the Southern Railway: the Owners
of the Thorrowgood Telescope
1864-1928.
The
Thorrowgood
Telescope at Cambridge University
Observatory (now part of the
Institute of Astronomy) is an eight
inch f/14 refractor with a German
equatorial mount. It was built by
Thomas Cooke and Sons in 1864.
The telescope has been at
Cambridge since 1928 though it is
owned by the RAS. Before moving
to Cambridge it passed through a
series of owners (see the table
below) and the talk traced its
history.
The first owner was the Revd
William
Rutter
‘Eagle-Eyed’
Dawes, the well-known amateur
famous for the acuity of his vision
when using a telescope. Dawes used
the telescope to observe Mars,
Owner

Following Dawes’ death the
telescope was sold to Mr George
Hunt of Birmingham, who owned it
for thirty-odd years. He used it to
observe double stars, stellar disks
and the comes (companion) of
Sirius. Like Dawes, he also made
observations of Linne.
From Hunt the telescope passed to
Dr William Henry Maw, a
consulting engineer from Surrey,
who
founded
the
journal
Engineering. He owned it for over
twenty years and also used it to
observe double stars. In addition he

Location

Period

Revd. William Rutter
Dawes
(1799-1868)

Hopefield Observatory,
Haddenham,
Buckinghamshire

1864 (new) to 1868

George Hunt
(1823-1896)

Chad Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham

1869 to 1872?

Hopefield, Alleyn Park,
West Dulwich

1875? to 1896

Dr William Henry Maw
(1838-1924)

Outwood, Surrey

1896 to 1924

William John
Thorrowgood

23, Denmark Avenue
Wimbledon

1927 to 1928

Royal Astronomical
Society

c/o Cambridge
Observatory

1928 to date

The first speaker was Mark Hurn
whose topic was From Eagle-Eyed
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though he was not entirely happy
with its performance. Nonetheless
he made his final observation with
it: an inspection of the lunar crater
Linne, which was suspected of
exhibiting transient phenomena.

Owners of the Thorrowgood telescope
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observed an occultation of Mars
(reported in The Observatory, 1898,
21, p381) and made observations of
sunspots.
Following the death of Dr Maw the
telescope was briefly owned by Mr
William John Thorrowgood (from
whom it takes its name), but illhealth prevented him from making
much use of it. Mr Thorrowgood
was the Manager of the Signal and
Telegraph Department of the
Southern Railway and had written
on the effects of magnetic storms.
He bequeathed the telescope to the
RAS on his death; they loaned it to
the University of Cambridge, who
also acquired Thorrowgood’s dome.

The dome of the Thorrowgood telescope (left) in the grounds of Cambridge University
Observatory and an interior shot (right) showing the telescope itself

in
The
Antiquarian
Astronomer, 2006, 3,
pp83-94). The Moon’s
motion is one of the most
complex problems in
positional astronomy and
frequent observations are
Image removed because
required to model it
The telescope has been in
of licence or copyright
successfully.
A
restrictions.
continuous use since its move to
conventional
transit
Cambridge. It is now 142 years old
instrument cannot yield
and still going strong. There has
sufficient
observations
been a continuity in the type of
because
of
restrictions
astronomy that it has been used for,
imposed
by
the lunar
particularly double star work. Bob
phases and inclement
Argyle still observes double stars
with it, and it features in his recent weather. In the 1840s
Airy
designed
and
book Observing and Measuring
deployed
a
new
Visual
Double
Stars
(2004,
instrument which could
Springer-Verlag: London). It was
observe away from the
also used to observe the 2004 transit
meridian
and
thus
of Venus.
allowed
additional A woodcut by Thomas Hare showing Airy’s Altazimuth
In addition to chairing the meeting, observations to be made.
shortly after its completion. It appeared in the
The talk presented the Illustrated London News for September 1847 and was
Gilbert Satterthwaite also gave the
reproduced in the Greenwich Observations for that
second and last talk of the morning history of this instrument.
year (courtesy of the Science Museum)
session, on Keeping Track of the
Moon: a Study of Airy’s Altazimuth Mr Satterthwaite started
orbit, even after the development of
with a brief recapitulation of the
(see also his paper on the same topic
marine chronometers.
history of lunar observations at the
Royal Observatory Greenwich.
Sir George Biddell Airy was
Before the development of marine
Astronomer Royal from 1835-81.
chronometers the determination of
Early in his tenure he re-reduced all
longitude at sea required both
the observations made at the
accurate star maps and a precise
Observatory between 1750-1830. In
knowledge of the Moon’s position. 1843, following an evaluation of all
John
Flamsteed,
the
first
the
existing
instruments,
he
Astronomer Royal, produced the
famously installed a new transit
most accurate star map then
circle (see the Newsletter, no. 4,
available but the Moon eluded him.
May 2004, pp3-4). He proposed to
His successor, Edmund Halley, was complement the Transit Circle with
sixty-three when he was appointed, a new Altitude and Azimuth
but he vowed to observe the Moon Instrument, which, like all his
through a full eighteen year Saros
instruments, he designed himself. It
cycle while still in post, and lived to
was completed and brought into use
fulfil his undertaking. Subsequent
three years before the Transit Circle.
Astronomers Royal continued to
He also developed a ‘barrel
refine the knowledge of the lunar
SHA chairman Gilbert Satterthwaite chairs
chronograph’
which
allowed
the meeting
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The first observations with the new
instrument, which later became
known as the Altazimuth, were
made in May 1847. Airy was
pleased with the result and wrote
that the instrument was ‘… the most
important innovation that has been
made in the Royal Observatory for
many years.’ During its first five
years of operation the Altazimuth
made 209 observations of the Moon,
compared to 107 made with the
transit circle during the same period.
Airy’s successor, Sir William
Christie,
replaced
Airy’s
Altazimuth, but the replacement was
less successful. It was completed in
1896 but a further three years
elapsed before routine observations
started. It was used sporadically for
thirty years and finally scrapped in
1940, when it was presumably
recycled as part of the war effort.
Having been displayed in the
Science Museum from 1929-1965,
and at Greenwich from 1967-1993,
Airy’s Altazimuth is now in the
Science
Museum
store.
Mr
Satterthwaite hopes that one day it
may prove possible to return this
important instrument to public
display. Following the talk there was
a break for lunch, which also
provided an opportunity to inspect
the Society’s Sir Robert Ball
Library, located close to the lecture
theatre.
The afternoon session began with a
rearrangement of the programme
because the first speaker had been
delayed. The rescheduled first talk
was by Bob Marriott who spoke on
Esoteric Optics, delivering a brisk,
entertaining and profusely illustrated
trot through some of the esoteric
optical systems that astronomers
have devised in the four hundred
years since the invention of the
telescope. It is difficult to pick out
highlights from what was an
extremely
wide-ranging
and
variegated talk, but the following
few examples might convey some of
its flavour.
The problem of chromatic aberration
in early telescopes was overcome by
the development in 1757 of
achromatic doublets and triplets by
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Members of the audience listen to the speakers

John Dolland and his son. Though
the doublets were popular, the
triplets were expensive and difficult
to come by. The use of liquid
secondaries did not become popular.
In 1827 icelandic spar, which can
exhibit double refraction, was used
to make a double-image micrometer.
Though technically successful the
instrument was superseded by the
double lens micrometer which did
not require unusual materials.
In 1861, Sir George Airy, produced
a design for an ‘orbit sweeper’
telescope which could pivot on three
axes rather than the usual two. The
idea was to set the Right Ascension
and Declination and then make
sweeps along the remaining axis.
The anticipated use was searches for
asteroids and comets, though it is
not clear that any instruments of this
type were ever made.

were Celestron, Criterion (who
made the Dynamax 8) and Meade.
Throughout the period Criterion and
their competitors introduced a series
of improvements and innovations in
their products.
Some observers reported very good
results with the Dynamax 8; others
had less happy experiences. These
varied
assessments
are
best
explained by proposing that the
Dynamax 8s were variable in
quality; some were very good,
others less so. The most likely cause
for this variability is that Criterion
seem not to have taken much trouble
to ensure that the corrector-plate was
well-matched to the primary mirror.
By chance some were, but others
were not, and so it was ‘pot luck’
whether you bought a good one or
not.

The talk ended with a quote from
Tony Hancock: ‘daft, idiotic things
mirrors: why can’t they reflect
things properly?’, which aptly sums
up an entertaining and wide-ranging
talk.

Mr Grego bought his Dynamax 8
from the well-known amateur
astronomer Harold Hill in 1992. He
is very pleased with it and has
obtained some very successful
results. Mr Grego’s talk was
followed by a raffle draw and a short
but welcome break for refreshments.

Peter Grego, the scheduled first
speaker, had now arrived and
delivered his talk on The Dynamax
8, a Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope
popular with amateur astronomers
during the 1970s and 80s, though it
enjoyed a mixed reputation. During
this period the three main
manufacturers
of
SchmidtCassegrains for the amateur market

After the break the meeting resumed
with a talk by Allan Chapman, the
Society’s Honorary President. The
slide projector failed, so the talk had
to be given without illustrations,
despite which Dr Chapman gave his
usual polished and eloquent
performance. Before starting his talk
proper he noted that the prospering
of the SHA reflects the fact that
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there is a lot of interest in the ‘local
history of astronomy.’
The topic of Dr Chapman’s talk,
however, was located further in the
past than local historians usually
venture: How Good were the First
Telescopes? He began by noting that
the manufacture of reading glasses
long precedes the invention of the
telescope. Reading glasses as an aid
to vision first appear in northern
Italy at the end of the thirteenth
century. Roger Bacon (1214?-1294)
wrote on the magnifying power of
quartz. Thus, when the telescope
was invented, around 1600, there
was already a mass market for
lenses and established and proficient
manufacturers.

Robert Hooke’s drawing of Hipparchus (left) compared to a modern photograph (right)
taken under a similar angle of illumination. The drawing appeared as observation fiftyeight in Hooke’s Micrographia (reproduced from E.A. Whitaker, Mapping and Naming
the Moon, 1999, Cambridge Univ. Press, p75)

87) who used extremely long focal
length telescopes. One, for example,
There are persistent rumours that a had an objective two inches in
telescope was invented in Tudor
diameter but a focal length of twelve
England, but concealed as a military
feet. He used such telescopes to
secret. Such a development is
produce his celebrated maps of the
unlikely. If any device existed it is Moon,
published
in
the
more likely to have been some sort Selenographia (1647). He also
of magnifying, distorting mirror
experimented with fiducial marks
rather than a viable telescope.
placed before the object glass.
However the first astronomical
observations with a telescope were
In 1639 William Gascoigne invented
made in England by Thomas Harriot
the eyepiece micrometer, though it
and other members of his circle (see,
did not become widely known until
for example, Dr Chapman’s paper in
published by Robert Hooke in the
Q. J. R. Astron. Soc, 1995, 36, pp971660s. Observing from Middleton
107), though they did not always
outside Leeds Gascoigne made
appreciate the significance of what measurements of the Sun, Moon and
they saw or circulate their results
Saturn that were reasonably
widely. They did not see craters on accurate. Quadrants fitted with
the Moon, for example, and Harriot
telescopic sights and Gascoigne
thought that the lunar landscape
micrometers were some fifty times
resembled a ‘book of Dutch sea
more accurate than naked eye ones.
charts.’ The first to appreciate the
significance of the new information The purpose of long focal length
revealed by telescopic observation
telescopes was not just to reduce
was, of course, Galileo Galilei,
chromatic aberration but also to
whose short treatise Sidereus
optimise the prime focus images for
Nuncius (1610) is one of the most viewing planetary disks. This
important books ever published on
technique was used to advantage by
astronomy.
the Huygens brothers, Christiaan
and Constatijn. Robert Hooke made
All early telescopes were similar to the first drawing of an individual
Galileo’s and had a small field of
lunar feature, the ‘crater commonly
view. For the first thirty or forty
known as Hipparchus.’ It appears as
years after the invention of the
observation number fifty-eight of his
telescope there was little further
Micrographia (1665) and compares
development because of the
well with modern photographs.
difficulty of making lenses.
Newton invented the reflecting
The next real innovator in
telescope now known after him. It
instrumentation was Hevelius (1611-
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gave spectacular images, but the
speculum metal deteriorated rapidly.
The importance of observing from a
good site was at least partly
recognised (even if it could not
always be fully realised in practice).
Cassini, for example, initially
observed through the clear air of the
countryside outside Bologna. Dr
Chapman concluded by reminding
the audience that during 1608-1670
understanding of the Universe
changed beyond recognition due to
the invention of the telescope.
The final talk of the afternoon was
given by Kevin Kilburn who spoke
on The Grubb Twin Telescopes at
the Godlee Observatory (see also his
paper in J. Antique Telesc. Soc,
2002, 23, pp19-24). Manchester
Astronomical
Society
was
established in 1892 following the
demise of Liverpool Astronomical
Society in 1890. From 1893 it met in
the then Manchester Technical
School in Manchester City Centre.
Originally there was no observatory
but one was established ten years
later.
The telescopes that equipped the
Observatory were donated to the city
by the Quaker philanthropist Francis
Godlee. They are of a twin design,
with two barrels attached to a single
astrographic mount. They were the
last of only four such twin
instruments constructed by Grubb of
Dublin. The first was constructed for
William Huggins; the second was
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for Isaac Roberts (with which he
took the first to photograph to reveal
the spiral structure of the
Andromeda galaxy) and the third set
were dismantled following the 1888
exhibition
in
Manchester.
Manchester Astronomical Society
has the final instrument, constructed
at the Dublin telescope works at
Rathmines in 1899.
The reflector was intended for
photographic
observing,
the
refractor for visual use. This design
maximises the use of a small
observatory. Auxiliary instruments,
such as a six inch plate holder, can
be mounted underneath the reflector.
The telescopes originally had an
electromechanical, phased lock
drive system, a weight-driven clock
and ‘planetary’ gears. Some parts of
this mechanism are still extant. The
telescopes cost £10,000 in 1902
(equivalent to about half a million
today).
The seeing at the Observatory is
superb. The refractor has been used
for visual observations of solar

The dome of the Godlee Observatory (left) above the Manchester skyline and the
twelve inch reflector (right), half of the Godlee twin telescope

system
objects,
and
basic
astrophysics such as measurements
of double stars and determinations
of stellar colours and temperatures.
In 1903 Thomas Thorp donated a
Hilger
spectroscope
for
the
instrument. The twelve inch
reflector was originally used for
photography, but the plate holder
has not been used for sixty years.

Following Mr Kilburn’s talk Gilbert
Satterthwaite
made
a
few
concluding remarks. He thanked all
the speakers for their contributions
and the BMI for their continuing
hospitality,
which
is
much
appreciated. He also thanked the
people who had organised the
conference,
particularly
Stuart
Williams, Ken Goward and Reg
Manchester Astronomical Society
Withey. With these remarks another
has had unlimited access to the site successful and enjoyable Autumn
since 1946 and meets there for fifty
Conference drew to a close.
weeks of the year. The observatory
is a prominent but lesser-known
landmark of Manchester.

Update on the Pendrell Hall Observatories Project
John Armitage
A recent report in the Newsletter
(no. 10, March 2006, pp12-14)
outlined progress to that point in the
Pendrell Hall Observatories Project,
an initiative that seeks to
demonstrate many aspects of British
astronomical history, including the
re-creation of vintage observatories
of authentic design, containing
genuine period instruments.
In mid-June 2006 a further
milestone was passed with the
commissioning of the WrottesleyPhillips Observatory, this being
phase two of our four-phase
development plan.
The observatory is of Victorian
vintage and is of the ‘Romsey’ type,
as designed by the Revd E.L.
Berthon when he was vicar of
Romsey in Hampshire. The main
instrument in the observatory is a
nineteenth century Calver reflector
that once belonged to the Revd
T.E.R. Phillips. The observatory is
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Lembit Opik MP (right) makes his speech during the formal opening of the
Wrottesley-Phillips Observatory. Prof. R.D. Davies is on the left and the Project
Director in the centre

complete with a transit house which
contains a genuine Victorian vintage
transit instrument as well as a
miscellany of other ancillary
instruments, including a couple of
fine brass refractors of the type that
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a Victorian gentleman interested in
astronomy might have possessed
The Wrottesley-Phillips Observatory
was formally opened on 16 June
2006 by Lembit Opik MP (whose
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grandfather E.J. Opik was a notable
and often controversial astronomer,
one-time director of Armagh
Observatory and RAS GoldMedallist for 1975). Represented at
the ‘Grand Opening Event’ were the
BAA (who made the T.E.R. Phillips
telescope available for us to restore)
and a range of other organisations
with which Lord Wrottesley was
connected, including the RAS, the
Royal Society and the British
Association for the Advancement of
Science. Also present was the
Bishop of Wolverhampton, the Rt
Revd Michael Bourke, who came
back to us a week later to conduct a
special memorial service for Lord
Wrottesley and other astronomers of
the past, a unique event conducted
by a Bishop himself interested in
astronomy.
As mentioned in the earlier report,
the Pendrell Hall Observatories
Group are also constructing an
observatory of similar nature (also
of a ‘Romsey’ design) in the Black
Country, within the grounds of the
Black Country Museum at Tipton

The view inside the main dome of the
Wrottesley-Phillips Observatory showing
the T.E.R. Phillips Telescope, a
nineteenth century Calver reflector.
Bottom right is ‘Pebble Beds’, the project
mascot

Road, Dudley. This structure too
will be complete with transit house
and transit instrument, and again the

main instrument will be a Calver
reflector. The Black Country
observatory will be named the
Wrottesley Observatory, which is
quite valid as not only was the
Wrottesley seat at Wrottesley Hall in
South Staffordshire, north of
Wolverhampton,
but
Lord
Wrottesley also had solid Black
Country connections. He was Lord
of the Manor of Sedgley, which is in
the Black Country and not far from
our Black Country Observatory site.
Also local tradition has it that in
1846 Beacon Tower, the notable
‘folly’ situated on top of Sedgley
Beacon, was rebuilt on the orders of
Lord Wrottesley, and on occasions
he subsequently used it for
astronomical observations. This
claim is disputed, though I am
inclined to believe it.
The Black Country Observatory is
still under construction, but is
expected to be completed and ready
for formal opening around Easter
2007. These developments will be
reported in a subsequent update.

The history of the sextant
Leonard Honey
Captain Nemo, provided with his sextant, took the sun height to find his latitude
Jules Verne,
Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea (1870).
For several hundred years the
mariner’s
sextant
was
an
indispensable aid to navigation at
sea. This article will give a brief
history of this versatile and
important instrument. A sextant is
used to measure the elevation of a
celestial object above the horizon.
This measurement, together with the
time when it was taken, can be used
to calculate a position line on a
nautical or aeronautical chart. A
common use is to determine the
observer’s latitude by taking a
sighting of the sun at noon.
The sextant is one of a family of
similar instruments: it has a scale of
60º (1/6 of a circle); the octant has a
scale of 45º (1/8 of a circle) and a
quadrant has a scale of 90º. To add
confusion, instruments that we
would now call octants were
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sometimes
quadrants.

originally

called

There is some doubt about who
invented the sextant. Some sources
say that the English mathematician
John
Hadley
developed
the
instrument in 1731 (after an idea of
Robert Hooke) simultaneously with
the Pennsylvanian Thomas Godfrey.
Others say Godfrey invented it in
1730 and Hadley independently in
1731.
Whoever first worked out its
principles, the sextant is descended
from a long line of instruments for
making astronomical observations to
assist in navigation at sea. These
instruments were usually kin to the
instruments used for surveying on
land
and
pursuing
purely
astronomical investigations. The
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ancestors of the sextant include the
following.

Sea quadrant
One of the first elevation-finding
instruments was the sea quadrant.
Originally the tool of the astronomer
and surveyor, this instrument was
first used by mariners in the
fifteenth century. It was a simple arc
of a circle, made of boxwood (or
other close-grained wood) or brass,
with two sighting pinnules along one
straight edge. A plumb bob attached
to the apex swung across a scale
graduated 0-90º to show an altitude
reading.

The cross-staff
First described in 1342, the crossstaff was an instrument for
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The mariner's
astrolabe
The
mariner’s
astrolabe is a nautical
adaptation of the
traditional astrolabe
used by Mediaeval
Arab and European
astronomers.
An
account
exists
describing how one
was used to observe
the solar eclipse of 3
March 1337. Amongst
early references, the
most
famous,
especially as it is
illustrated, is that of
Pedro Medina in 1552
in
Seville.
In
appearance,
the
mariner's
astrolabe
A mariner’s cross-staff with several vanes or cross-pieces resembles
a four(courtesy Duane Cline and Dave Lossos, see
spoked, cast bronze
http://www.rootsweb.com/~mosmd/crstaff.htm)
wheel, with a ring at
measuring distances between two
the top for the navigator's thumb and
stars or the angular elevation of a
a pivoted alidade with slits through
star or the sun above the horizon.
which the user peered at the celestial
About 30 inches long, it was made body.
of
close-grained
wood
approximately an half-inch in
Mariner’s astrolabes calibrated 90-0section, on which scales were
90 across the two top quadrants or
calibrated on all four sides. Three or
zenith distances are usually of
four alternative cross-pieces or
Portuguese manufacture. Markings
‘transoms’ could be moved up and for altitude height usually suggests a
down the shaft, one at a time.
different school of makers. The
instruments vary considerably in
To use the cross-staff, a navigator
diameter and weight, but an average
would fit one of the transoms, point
size would appear to be 5-7 inches
the staff at the sun and rest the
in diameter and weighing 1-2 lbs.
opposite end of it on the bone beside
the eye. The transom was slid up
The back-staff
and down the staff until its bottom
end touched the horizon and
This instrument was an ingenious
simultaneously its top end touched
improvement on the quadrant, crossthe lower limb the sun. The altitude
staff and mariner’s astrolabe for
of the sun could then be read off the
taking an elevation. Usually made of
appropriate scale.
lignum vitae (a self-lubricating
wood) 5/8 inches by 5/8 inches in
The cross-staff was first used by
section, the instrument was formed
astronomers, but was soon taken up
with a main limb about 24 inches
by navigators and its use became
long and with a right angled
widespread. Vasco da Gama was
accessory, the horizon slit, on the
shown a cross-staff by the Arab pilot
end. The quadrant was divided into
from the East African coast (now
two arcs made of boxwood.
Kenya) who had been taken aboard
to guide the explorer to India in
The success of the back staff was
1497-9.
phenomenal.
Made
almost
exclusively in England, although
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Irish and American ones are known,
it was used all over the world for
nearly 200 years. Termed the Davis
quadrant, it was the seaman’s trusted
servant. However,
a notable
exception
to
its
widespread
popularity was Holland, where the
conservative Dutch clung to the use
of the cross-staff well into the
nineteenth century.

The Hadley quadrant
The pressing commercial need for
more accurate navigational methods,
which is reflected in the British
Government’s offer of a £20,000
prize for a practical solution to the
problem of how to determine
longitude at sea, produced a ferment
of activity in all aspects of
navigational science.
Working independently, and in
complete ignorance of each other,
John Hadley FRS (1682-1744) in
London and Thomas Godfrey,
glazier and natural mathematician in
Philadelphia,
simultaneously
devised an improved form of
altitude measuring instrument which
worked on the same principles.
The Royal Society recognised the
equality of the two and awarded
each a prize of £200. Godfrey
received his in household furniture.
The Hadley quadrant, as it came to
be called (though it is an octant in
modern terminology), was a
brilliantly simple instrument based
on the application of optics.
Returning to the concept of the sea
quadrant with a single arc of 90º, the
instrument was made of a triangular
frame of wood, lignum vitae or
mahogany for strength, with a
movable index arm pivoted from the
apex. A mirror was fixed at this
point that would move with the
index arm. An observer would peer
through the sighting pinnule, placed
on the limb, and tilt the instrument
until he could see the horizon in the
clear half of the second glass fixed
on the opposite limb. He then
adjusted the index arm until the
celestial body appeared to be
reflected onto the horizon. Finally
he checked the vernier, which is
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fitted at the end of the index arm
over the accurate scale, for fine
adjustment and took the reading on
the scale.
There are two main principles
involved. First, the angle of
incidence equals the angle of
reflection in a plane which contains
the normal to the reflecting surface
at the point of reflection. Second, if
a ray of light suffers two successive
reflections in the same plane, by two
plane mirrors, the angle between the
first and last direction of the ray is
twice the angle between the mirrors.
Because the angle between the two
mirrors is half the altitude of the
object observed, when the mirror on
the index arm moves from the
parallel through to the angle, double
the angle will be read on the arc.
Thus the arc will read up to 90º
although in itself is only an eighth of
a circle or 45º (hence the term
octant). The vernier was added for
fine adjustment.
A telescope replaced the sighting
pinnule or was offered as an
alternative. The index arm was
either handsomely engraved, bore a
fin for extra rigidity or was simply
plain. The wooden limbs were
blackened or ‘ebonised’ to reduce
glare and, for greater clarity, the
scales were engraved on ivory. A
nameplate was provided for the
owner as well as a pencil secreted in

Image removed because
of licence or copyright
restrictions.

A late eighteenth century trade card for the London instrument maker R. Rust
showing a naval officer using an octant (courtesy of the Science and Society
Picture Library)

the cross member to be used to
record data on a small ivory plaque
on the back. The instruments were
fitted with two sets of coloured glass

Image removed because
of licence or copyright
restrictions.

An engraved trade card for the London instrument maker Thomas Tuttell. It shows a
variety of instruments, including astrolabes, cross-staffs, quadrants, sextants and
octants. In the centre two men use surveying instruments (courtesy of the Science and
Society Picture Library)
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shades for use with the sun and the
earlier type of instrument had a
second pinnule fitted on the opposite
limb so that when the horizon below
the sun was ill-defined the opposite
horizon could be used. This feature
was mainly of use at anchor off
unexplored coasts where latitude
had to be determined.
The size of the instrument was
controlled by the fact that the scales
on the arc had to be calibrated by
hand. When Jesse Ramsden (17351800) invented his dividing machine
in 1771, this operation could be
swiftly, accurately and economically
carried out in a smaller area, so the
size of the instruments shrank from
a radius of approximately 18 inches
to one of approximately 8 inches. In
this compact form, the octant was in
use until the end of the nineteenth
century. They were cheap to buy
(they were offered in a catalogue at
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30 shillings) and were less
vulnerable
than
the
brass
instruments that ultimately replaced
them when used on board a small
freighter or fishing boat. The
handsome quadrant or octant was
well established as a practical ‘no
nonsense’ tool by about 1790.
Perhaps the onset of the Napoleonic
wars and the enormous demand for
instruments for the hastily impressed
battle fleet, plus the new massproduced scales, caused this decline
in aesthetics, but no nautical
instrument had ever had a wider
appeal. Wherever there was a need
for maritime victualling, octants
were sold, frequently with the
chandler’s trade label in the box or
on the instrument. Octants were first
made in England, America and
Ireland, and then in France, initially
by Pierre Lemaire (circa 1739-60).
Ramsden’s dividing machine was
made by other manufacturers, for he
had received an award for its
invention and held no patents.
Spencer, Browning and Rust (17871842) used one of these to great
effect for they must have made
scales for nearly everyone. The
initials SBR will be found in the
centre of the ivory scale of many
octants bearing either another
maker’s name, a chandler’s name or
no name at all.

The sextant
The familiar brass sextant was based
on the same principles as the Hadley
quadrant, but was intended as an
improvement in that the wooden
frames of the octant were inclined to
distort in humid conditions and
caused errors.
Also, the larger arc of the sextant
was more useful. It is not clear who
first made a brass instrument, but
Edward Troughton (1753-1836), a
founder member of the Royal
Astronomical Society, patented a
form of brass sextant in 1788. The
limb was formed of strips of plate in
duplicate; the two joined together
with turned brass pillars. This type
of sextant, termed the Troughton
type or double frame, was being
made as late as 1830.
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A reproduction antique sextant sold by Mr Honey

In the meantime, Jesse Ramsden and
others were experimenting with
thicker gauge metals and other
forms of manufacture to ensure
rigidity. Curiously enough, the most
difficult parts of the instrument to
make were the plane mirrors. The
two faces had to be ground parallel
and silvered in the old way with
mercury and tinfoil. The problem
lay in the grinding of the glass, for if
it was not absolutely flat, the
instrument would be inaccurate.
The eyepieces are either of the
Huygens or the Ramsden type,
which work on different optical
principles, although the results are
almost the same. The main
difference is that the Ramsden can
be used with cross-wires for
measurements whereas the Huygens
may have cross-wires but only to
mark the centre. The object glass is
achromatic to avoid spherical and
chromatic aberrations, which the
four spherical surfaces of the
meniscus or concave flint glass lens
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and the biconvex crown glass lens
overcome when bonded together.
The pocket sextant was a useful tool
for the nineteenth century surveyor,
which he used for a quick meridian
bearing. A handy size for the pocket,
they were not intended to have the
accuracy
of
a
navigational
instrument.

Further reading
Wikipedia entry for the sextant:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sextant
For those of a practical bent there
are notes on building your own
simple
sextant
at:
http://www.tecepe.com.br/nav/CDSe
xtantProject.htm
[An earlier version of this article
appeared in Civil Engineering
Surveyor, May 2006, p32 and it is
reproduced here by kind permission.
Leonard Honey markets a range of
replica astronomical instruments;
see his advertisement on p23 – Ed.]
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At a Lunar Eclipse
Thomas Hardy
[An eclipse of the Moon occurred over the UK on 3-4
March this year. Though not as spectacular as solar
eclipses, lunar eclipses are nonetheless impressive
events. An earlier lunar eclipse inspired Thomas Hardy
(1840-1928) to write this short poem. Astronomical
imagery if often present in Hardy’s work and, indeed,
one of his novels, Two in a Tower, featured a Victorian
‘gentleman’s astronomer’ as a protagonist – Ed.]
Thy shadow, Earth, from Pole to Central Sea,
Now steals along upon the Moon's meek shine
In even monochrome and curving line
Of imperturbable serenity.

An illustration of a lunar eclipse, taken from a series of
eclipse diagrams in An Introduction to Astronomy in a Series
of Letters from a Preceptor to his Pupil by John Bonnycastle
(1811, J. Johnson: London)

How shall I link such sun-cast symmetry
With the torn troubled form I know as thine,
That profile, placid as a brow divine,
With continents of moil and misery?

Books
NEW ASTRONOMY BOOKS
AT DISCOUNTED PRICES
AND
SECONDHAND ASTRONOMY BOOKS
Martin Lunn MBE
6 Evelyn Crescent
Clifton
York
YO3O 6DR
TEL/FAX 01904 337989
www.aurora-books-uk.co.uk

And can immense Mortality but throw
So small a shade, and Heaven's high human scheme
Be hemmed within the coasts yon arc implies?
Is such the stellar gauge of earthly show,
Nation at war with nation, brains that teem,
Heroes, and women fairer than the skies?

E-mail: martinlunnmbe@aol.com

Book reviews
Robinson, Janet & Mark (Eds.), The
Stargazer of Hardwicke: The Life
and Work of Thomas William Webb.
Hardback, Gracewing, Leominster,
Herefordshire, 2006, ISBN 0 85244
666 7, £14.99, pp259.
Mention the name Webb to any keen
observer of the night sky and they
will most likely recall a cleric, long
hailed as sage and patron of amateur
astronomers. If you were to enquire
more deeply into his life and works,
chances are that you would be
disappointed. Most standard texts on
the history of astronomy add little
more to this picture. Allan Chapman
has tacked this paucity of detail
through his work on Victorian
amateur astronomers, but until now
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there has been no biography for the
Revd Thomas Webb. As is pointed
out in the preface, plans for a
biography of his life had been in
hand since shortly after his death in
1885. In the event, circumstance and
fate conspired to thwart these
projects until Janet and Mark
Robinson
(editors)
acquired
Hardwicke vicarage, the home
where Webb spent a large part of his
adult life. Through a growing
fascination with the former occupant
of their new home, the Robinsons
determined to tackle the task that
several predecessors had failed to
complete. As the project developed,
it was agreed that the work should
be an anthology, a brave decision, as
coalescing the text of more than a
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dozen authors is a difficult task, a
project littered with pitfalls.

with the Radcliffe Observatory,
Oxford gives a perceptive picture of
his youthful interest in astronomy.
The book is a series of essays, with
These chapters also alert the reader
the life and day to day work of the to Webb’s religious doctrines with
Revd Webb being dealt with by
regards to his interest in astronomy.
Janet and Mark Robinson in the first
Webb considered the observing the
five chapters. These provide an
heavens or nature as revealing the
account of his childhood, education splendour of God’s creation. Yet
and his marriage after his university
despite his firm faith, he did not let
days at Oxford. This section then
religiosity overly influence the style
looks at his time at Hardwicke
of his writing. In a time of great
vicarage, his work as parish priest
change, he felt that his spiritual
and his other activities as historian beliefs were under threat by the new
and antiquarian. His astronomical
evolutionary theories of Charles
pursuits are covered in later chapters
Darwin and William Wallace.
by a host of authors who tackle the
varied interests he had in astronomy
The Robinson section of the book
and even earthquakes (Roger
generally does not deal in detail with
Musson).
These
include
his
Webb’s astronomical observations,
telescopes (Bob Marriott), his
but does mention then in passing.
observing books (Peter Hingley), the
This aspect of the work can be
Moon (William Sheehan), the
frustrating to the reader, as these
planets (Richard Baum), comets
details are to be found elsewhere in
(Jonathan Shanklin), the Sun (Lou
specific chapters. In certain cases,
Marsh) and double stars (Robert
comments need further explanation.
The tantalising detail that Webb
Argyle). In addition, Allan Chapman
gives an account of clerical
observed a satellite of Venus (p10)
astronomers, which places Webb’s
could be placed in context by one of
life into a broader perspective of the
the other expert authors as an end or
nineteenth century. The biography
footnote. While the first part of the
concludes with an outline and
biography is coherent in its layout,
discussion of Webb’s published
the order of the other subject
works, especially his best known
chapters is less satisfactory. The
piece, Celestial objects for the
strategy of leaving a discussion of
common reader. The book also has
Webb’s magnum opus, his Celestial
appendices, which list all Webb’s
objects for the common reader, to
published works and the work of the
the end of the book is perverse. This
thoroughly captivating essay, along
Webb Society.
with that, on clerical astronomy by
Considering the work’s long
Chapman, would have been better
gestation period, of more than a
placed adjoining the first section of
century, people’s expectations may
the work. The other specialist
be unrealistic; it will not please
subject chapters are of a high
everybody. So how well does it
standard and give a good overview
succeed in its task of revealing the of Webb’s astronomical interests.
long neglected life and work of this
Though in some cases the premise
iconic figure of amateur astronomy?
on which they are written tends to
Readers should not expect a popular
limit how well they fit into the work
account of Webb’s life and work, as
as a whole. The discussion of
it is written in a scholarly manner
Webb’s observing books by Peter
with endnotes for each chapter. That
Hingley is more successful than the
said, the work is thoroughly
chapter on Webb’s telescopes. By
readable, in particular the Robinson the nature of the topic it is difficult
chapters give a fascinating window to give an account of Webb’s
into Webb’s life and times. Details instruments without turning the
of his university days at Oxford
narrative into a history of the
provide a revealing account of
telescope. Though more difficult,
Webb’s religious outlook through
perhaps it would have been better to
his
opposition
to
Catholic
try and combine some of the topics
emancipation. Likewise, his contact into a single piece jointly written.
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These might then appear to be more
coherent and less contrived.
Considering the high standard of
scholarly research that has gone into
this work, it is a pity that the quality
of picture printing is so variable.
While in certain cases the
reproductions are adequate and
clear, in others they are illegible and
would not be acceptable in today’s
newspapers. This is all the more
perplexing as the text, by
comparison, is crisp throughout. It is
unclear whether this problem lies
with the quality of the material
supplied to the publishers or in the
printing process. Likewise, some
pictures do not appear to be properly
credited (p127) to the institutions
from which they appear to originate.
Having
outlined
both
the
achievements and faults of this wellwritten biography, I would highly
recommend that any historian of
astronomy should add it to their
library. Like most books it is not
perfect, but it contains all the
information you might wish to know
about the Revd Webb’s life and his
contributions to amateur and
observational astronomy. This is a
long overdue tribute to the,
‘stargazer of Hardwicke’, an
astronomy populariser as well
respected in his time as Patrick
Moore is in our celebrity obsessed
age.
Kevin Johnson
Fisher, David and Hanstock, Terry,
Citing
References.
Paperback,
Blackwell, Oxford, 1998, ISBN
185377992X, £1.00, pp28.
Articles in the Newsletter often
contain references to papers or
books that they have mentioned.
References are included both in
order to provide evidence for the
assertions made in the article and to
allow the interested reader to followup the material if he wishes.
References are optional (but
desirable) in an informal publication
such as the Newsletter, but are
mandatory in an academic journal
like
The
Antiquarian
Astronomer. They are an important
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part of the scholarly process because
they allow the veracity of the
statements made in a paper to be
assessed. When first encountered
references can appear bizarre and
exotic, but are actually quite
straightforward.

Citing References is a short booklet
(twenty-eight pages) describing how
to include references in a
publication. The authors are
Information
Specialists
at
Nottingham-Trent University. Both
the Harvard or ‘name and date’
system, which is usually used in the
sciences, and the Numeric system,
more common in the arts and
humanities, are covered. The
Antiquarian Astronomer usually
uses the latter. The Harvard system
is described in greater detail, but
most of the examples can be
transposed.
Referencing books, journal papers
and conference proceedings are
properly covered, as are some more
unusual types of material, such as
Parliamentary papers. Unfortunately
there are a number of omissions.
There is no discussion of the
standard abbreviations used to refer
to journals (the IAU maintains a list
at
URL
http://www.iau.org/Abbreviations.23
5.0.html,
based
on
the
recommendations
of
the
International Council for Science
and other appropriate international
organisations). Obviously there is no
mention of the short, non-standard
abbreviations
often
used
in

astronomy, such as ‘MN’ for
Monthly Notices of the RAS.
Particularly
unfortunate
for
historians of astronomy (or anything
else), there is no discussion of
references to manuscript sources,
which is often a tricky topic.
Similarly, there is no discussion of
how to reference ‘grey literature,’
internal or semi-internal documents
which have not been formally
published.
The booklet is part of a series aimed
at undergraduates, covering various
aspects of writing essays and
reports. I spotted a couple of errors,
including the name of one the
authors on the front page (which
does not inspire confidence)!
However, the booklet only costs
£1.00 and, with the caveats
mentioned
above,
can
be
recommended
to
anyone,
undergraduate or not, who needs a
basic description of how to cite
references. If even that price is too
high there is an on-line version at
URL
http://www2.ntu.ac.uk/llr/library/citi
ngrefs.htm.
Clive Davenhall

Books noticed
Madeline Cox and Clive Davenhall
Cambridge Univ. Press, 2007,
paperback, ISBN 0521035376. £23.
00.

This column lists some recently
published books which might be of
interest. Listing here does not
preclude a review at a later date.
Please note prices may vary
according to suppliers.
Cullen,
C,
Astronomy
and
Mathematics in Ancient China: The
‘Zhou Bi Suan Jing’ (Needham
Research
Institute
Studies).
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Danielson,
D.R,
The
First
Copernican:
Georg
Joachim
Rheticus and the Rise of the
Copernican Revolution. Walker &
Co,
2006,
hardback,
ISBN
0802715303. $(US)25.95.
Evans, B, Space Shuttle Challenger:
Ten Journeys into the Unknown.
Springer-Verlag, 2007, paperback,
ISBN
978-0-387-46355-1,
$(US)39.95.
Kragh, H, Conceptions of Cosmos:
From Myths to the Accelerating
Universe: A History of Cosmology.
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Oxford Univ. Press, 2006, hardback,
ISBN 0199209162, £35.00.
Lachman, G, Into the Interior:
Discovering
Swedenborg.
Swedenborg Soc, 2006, paperback,
ISBN
9780854481491,
£7.95.
Biography of the eccentric Swedish
polymath Emanuel Swedenborg
(1688-1772),
whose
interests
included astronomy.
Marshall, P, The Theatre of the
World: Alchemy, Astrology and
Magic in Renaissance Prague.
Harvill Secker, 2006, hardback,
ISBN 0436205211, £17.99. About
the circle of philosophers who
gathered around the Court of Rudolf
II in Prague, including John Dee,
Tycho Brahe and Johannes Kepler.
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Standish, D, Hollow Earth: the Long
and Curious History of Imagining
Strange
Lands,
Fantastical
Creatures, Advanced Civilizations,
and Marvelous Machines Below the
Earth’s
Surface.
Da
Capo
Press/Perseus, 2006, hardback,
ISBN
0306813734,
£14.99/$(US)24.95. The subtitle

says it all; not the history of
astronomy, but probably close
enough to be of interest to some
members.

Yount, L, Modern Astronomy:
Expanding the Universe (Milestones
in Discovery and Invention). Facts
on File Inc, 2006, hardback, ISBN
081605746X. £24.50.

Weintraub, D.A, Is Pluto a Planet?
A Historical Journey through the
Solar System. Princeton Univ. Press,
2006, hardback, ISBN 0691123489,
£17.95.

Obituaries
Alan John Cox
It is with great regret that we report
the death of SHA founder member
Mr Alan Cox on 10 August 2006.
Following service in the Royal Air
Force he worked as a research
scientist and teacher. He was a longstanding member of Wolverhampton
Astronomical Society and,
widely-read and erudite, pursued
numerous other interests.
Alan John Cox was born in Brierley
Hill on 27 May 1929 and attended
King Edwards High School,
Stourbridge. He later gained a BSc
in Physics and Chemistry from the
University of London; he was the
first in his family to receive a higher
education. In order to complete his
degree, his National Service was
deferred for a short time. He then
joined the Royal Air Force where he
completed his National Service
working on ground radar and radio
equipment, for which he was
somewhat over qualified. He had
already built his own wireless and
television sets from scratch as a
hobby. On release from National
Service, he joined the Midlands Tar
Distillers in Wolverhampton as a
Research Scientist, gradually rising
to become the head of research. As a
scientist his particular interest was
light, the physical principles of
which he had utilised to great effect
in his research work. His hobbies
were many and varied, but
principally included archaeology,
radio communication, photography
and, of course, astronomy.
It was during his archaeological
activities that he met his wife Leila,
who was a teacher by profession.
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When he had progressed as far as he
could at Midland Tar, Alan decided
to take a change of direction and
joined Leila at Codsall Middle
School, Wolverhampton where he
taught Physics and Chemistry.
During their married life, Alan and
Leila
travelled
extensively
throughout the ancient world,
progressing and enjoying their
mutual interests in archaeology and
photography. Alan also pursued his
passion for astronomy and was a
member and past president of
Wolverhampton
Astronomical
Society, which he joined many years
ago. He was also a lifelong member
of the BAA.
Alan and Leila were fortunate
enough to be able to retire early,
both in their fifties, but sadly after
just two years of retirement Leila
passed away. Following this sad
loss, Alan became increasingly
reclusive and concentrated all his
energies towards his hobbies,
principally astronomy. As the years
progressed, he paid little attention to
his personal comforts and welfare,
increasingly absorbed into isolation
by his interests. Over the years he
assembled an extensive library
covering all his interests. Equally
impressive was his radio room full
of receivers and transmitters through
which he made many world-wide
contacts.
His
astronomical
equipment comprised numerous
large telescopes, including some
designed especially for solar and
spectroscopic use. He was a founder
member of the SHA, joining in
October 2002, and attended many
meetings
including
those
at
Birmingham,
Cambridge
and
Greenwich.
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Alan John Cox (1929-2006)

Alan spent his last few weeks at
Atholl House Nursing Home; his
mind remained as sharp as ever and
he retained his dry sense of humour.
Just hours before his death, he was
still able to engage like minded
individuals in deep discussions
which would challenge the most
capable scholars of today.
The trappings of his life interests
have been donated to those persons
who will best appreciate them and
continue to use them for the
advancement of science and
understanding. His library of more
than three hundred astronomy books
were donated to the SHA, and they
now reside in the Sir Robert Ball
library. His fine collection of
astronomical
equipment
was
donated to the Pendrell Hall
Observatories Group (see p12), and
his radio equipment was given to a
local amateur radio club.
Alan’s legacy is in the considerable
funds which he has generously
donated to charity. Those who care
for the terminally ill, research into
incurable disease, continue the
search among the stars and those
who save lives at sea will all be
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major benefactors of his life’s
achievements.
Alan passed away peacefully on 10
August 2006. In accordance with his
secular beliefs he was given a
Humanist funeral and took his
eternal place amongst the stars and
atoms which make up the Universe.
He is survived by his cousin, David
Priest.

contributed to a number of
archaeological digs both before and
after graduating.
After Oxford he initially worked in
the County Records office, first in
Glamorgan and then Warwickshire.
In 1953 he became an assistant
curator at the MHS, at the
encouragement of its then Curator,
C.J. Josten. This appointment began
a forty-year association with the
Museum and Maddison became
Curator himself in 1964.

of the Society of Antiquaries and the
International Academy of the
History of Science. Maddison was
not a prolific author, though he
corresponded widely and was
generous with his help and
encouragement.

In the 1950s the study of historical
mathematical
and
scientific
instruments was a neglected and
poorly-understood
backwater,
Roger Jones
largely ignored by art historians and
historians of science alike. Since
that time the field has undergone
Francis Maddison
The MHS has a collection of over something of a renaissance, both in
one hundred astrolabes, the largest
terms of methodology and the body
Francis Maddison. who was for
many years Curator of the Museum in the world, and most of them are of knowledge available. This change
Arab-Islamic
is in no small measure due to
of the History of Science (MHS) at Mediaeval
instruments. In the 1950s and 60s
Maddison’s work and influence.
Oxford and an authority on
Maddison studied and redisplayed
Mediaeval
Islamic
scientific
instruments, died on 12 July 2006. this collection, the interdisciplinary Francis Maddison married twice.
nature of this work being much to His first wife, Audrey Kent, died in
He was a considerable scholar
his liking. A proper study of these 2004. He is survived by his second
whose work had a significant impact
artefacts involves mastering the
wife, Patricia Brown, a son and
on the study of historic scientific
Arabic inscriptions that they carry,
daughter from his first marriage and
instruments.
the astronomical and mathematical
a son from the second.
principles
of
their
operation,
the
Francis Romeril Maddison was born
Clive Davenhall
in Hounslow on 27 July 1927. His craft techniques by which they were
manufactured and the historical
father was R.E.W. Maddison who,
context of their production and use.
after a career as an industrial
chemist, became Librarian to the
In the 1970s Maddison collaborated
RAS in later life and had a longwith
the
French
antiquarian
standing interest in the history of
bookseller
Alain
Brieux
in
a major
science. Francis Maddison was
epigraphical study of all the extant
educated at Hounslow College and
later Exeter College, Oxford, where works of Arab-Islamic and Hindu
instrument makers. He was heavily
he initially read modern languages
involved in the Society for the
but switched to modern history. This
History of Medieval Technology
change of subject illustrates his wide
and the Société Internationale de
and eclectic range of interests,
l’Astrolable. He was also a member
which
manifested
early
and
of the Union for the History and
continued throughout his life. He
Francis Maddison (1927-2006)
Philosophy of Science and a Fellow

Library news
Madeline Cox and Clive Davenhall
We have recently purchased the
following items: Overbye, D,
Einstein in Love (2000) and
Hasluck, P.N, Telescope Making
(1905).

Donations
Donations received include Bevis, J,
Atlas Celeste version 1.3b on CDROM (2005 reprint), donated by
Kevin Kilburn and Manchester
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Astronomical Society; US Naval
Observatory, Double star CD
2006.5, donated by the US Naval
Observatory;
Carl-Zeiss-Stiftung
Jena, A Spectacle of Spectacles
(exhibition catalogue, 1988) and
Clarke, T.N. et al, Brass and Glass:
Scientific
Instrument
Making
Workshops in Scotland (1989), both
donated by Clive Davenhall;
Brosche, P. et al, The Message from
the Angles: Astrometry from 1798 to
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1998 (1998) and Kroll, P. et al,
Treasure-Hunting in Astronomical
Plate Archives (1999), both donated
by Bob Argyle and Mark Hurn;
Weart, S.R, Selected Papers of
Great American Scientists (1976),
donated by Mark Hurn.
A number of additions to the Stuart
Williams Collection have been
made, including a shelf of historical
space exploration books. Two
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donations of relevance to local and
family history sources were also
made to the Survey. Courtesy of
Ken
Goward
and
Orwell
Astronomical Society, a large
number of Sky and Telescope
magazines dating from the 1970s
onward have also been donated.
Some late issues of Astronomy Now
were also received. Several books
have also been received from Clive
Davenhall, and a set of star charts
from the Library of the Royal
Observatory Edinburgh. A donation
of RAS journals has also been
received from Peter Grego. Apart
from the Stuart Williams Collection
additions, the above items are as yet
unlisted.
As usual we thank all our donors for
their generosity and apologise if we

have accidentally omitted anyone.

astronomical topics at various levels,
amateur and professional. A
minority are on historical topics.
The Alan Cox Bequest
The books have now been
transferred to the Sir Robert Ball
A major bequest to the Sir Robert
Library. The majority will remain
Ball Library was made in
there but it is expected that a
November, when Stuart Williams
selection will be transferred to the
was contacted by Mrs Lesley Priest,
Sir Patrick Moore Library for loan
whose husband was acting as
Executor to the Will of the late Mr to members. It has also been
suggested that labels be inserted in
Alan J. Cox of Wightwick,
the Alan Cox Bequest books to
Wolverhampton.
Mr
Cox, a
highlight their origin. Thanks are
dedicated amateur astronomer who
due to SHA Councillor Roger Jones
sadly passed away in August (an
and SHA member Phil Barnard for
obituary appears on p20), was a
collecting and transferring books to
founder member of the SHA, and
the BMI, and to Roger for shelving
had left instructions that his personal
library of more than three hundred and listing the books.
astronomy books was to be given to
the SHA in the event of his death. The online catalogues of the SHA’s
libraries will be updated on the Web
The majority of books are only a
site shortly.
few years old and on general

Library opening hours
Madeline Cox and Stuart Williams
In all cases you should check
availability before visiting and bring
your SHA membership card for
identification.

SHA Sir Robert Ball Library
Following a review of opening
hours, the Sir Robert Ball Library
will be fully open on four Saturdays
in 2007, which are designated as
‘Open Days’. Otherwise it may be
open ‘by arrangement’ subject to
negotiation with the Research
Librarian in advance and availability
of volunteer staff. The four Open
Days will be: Saturdays January 20,
April 21 (BAA/SHA Joint Meeting),
July 28, October 20. On 21 April the
Library will be open from 12 noon –
2 pm only; on the other open days
the opening hours to be: open 10.30
am – 12 pm, closed for lunch 12 pm
– 1 pm, open 1 pm – 3.30 pm.
In addition, special arrangements
may be made for a short period of
opening in conjunction with the
2007 Autumn Conference and any
other astronomical event occurring
at the BMI, subject to staffing.
The Library is located at the
Birmingham & Midland Institute, 9,
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Margaret Street, Birmingham, B3
3BS. BMI Web site:
www.bmi.org.uk.
You are strongly advised to check
that the Library is open before
visiting to avoid disappointment.
Contact Stuart Williams, telephone
07906 103735 during opening hours
only. Any enquiries, please write
with SAE to: SHA, 26, Matlock
Road, Bloxwich, Walsall, West
Midlands, WS3 3QD or by email to:
secretary@shastro.org.uk

RAS Library
The RAS Library opening hours are
10:00 am – 5:00 pm, Monday to
Friday. However currently only a
very limited part of the collection is
available because the RAS has
moved during the refurbishment of
its
premises
to
temporary
accommodation at Hallam Court,
77, Hallam, Street, London W1N
6BR (post, however,
should
continue to be sent to Burlington
House and will be redirected).

On-line catalogue:
http://ras.heritage4.com

ROE Library
The ROE Library is usually open
during office hours, Monday to
Friday. Contact Karen Moran (0131668-8395 or ksm@roe.ac.uk).
On-line catalogue:
http://www.roe.ac.uk/roe/library/ind
ex.html and follow the links:
‘Search the Main Library Catalogue’
and ‘ROE Catalogue’.

Andrew Stephens’ Library
Mr Andrew Stephens of Cheltenham
has generously offered SHA
members the use of his extensive
private astronomical library (see
Newsletter no. 12, November 2006,
pp20-21). In the first instance
contact Madeline Cox:
(library@shastro.org.uk, or
telephone on 01623 844121) for
details.

Contact Peter Hingley (020-7734 4582, ext. 215; mobile: 07757
133891 or pdh@ras.org.uk).
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Forthcoming meetings and events
Clive Davenhall
The following is a preliminary list of forthcoming
meetings and events to be held during the remainder of
2007. Unless noted otherwise, booking is necessary for
meetings but not for exhibitions. Except where noted the
events are organised by the SHA. The details of nonSHA events are checked as far as possible but cannot be
guaranteed. Items for inclusion in this list in future issues
of the Newsletter are welcome. They should be sent to
the editorial address given on the back page.
Sat. 25 Nov. 2006 to Sun. 15 Apr. Time and Place:
English Country Clocks, 1600-1840. Exhibition of
English provincial clockmaking. at the Museum of the
History of Science, Oxford. In collaboration with the
Antiquarian Horological Society. 12:00 to 4:00 pm, Tue.
to Sat, and 2:00 to 5:00 pm, Sun. Admission free. See
http://www.mhs.ox.ac.uk/ (non-SHA event).
Sat. 17 Feb. to Sun. 29 Apr. At the Edge of Space, Parts
1-3. Exhibition of photographs by Dan Holdsworth at the
Stills Gallery, 23, Cockburn Street, Edinburgh (formerly
at the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich).
Comprises 3 series of photographs: At the Edge of Space
(the ESA launch site in French Guyana), The Gregorian
(the Arecibo radio telescope) and Hyperborea (the
aurora borealis seen from Iceland and Norway). 11:00
am to 6:00 pm, Mon. to Sun. Admission free. See
http:www.stills.org (non-SHA event).
Thr. 12 Apr. to Sat. 14 Apr. British Rocket Oral
History Programme Conference. To be held at
Charterhouse School near Godalming in Surrey. An
annual conference largely, but not exclusively, about
British rocketry programmes of the 50s and 60s. See
http://www.brohp.org.uk (non-SHA event).
Mon. 16 to Fri. 20 Apr. NAM 2007: National
Astronomy Meeting organised by the RAS and PPARC.
To be held at the University of Central Lancashire. An

historical session will be held on 2:00-3:30 pm,
Wednesday, 18 April. Admission £90 (for the day) but
concessionary rates may be available to SHA members;
advance registration necessary. See
http://www.nam2007.uclan.ac.uk/ or contact Peter
Hingley (details overleaf) (non-SHA event).
Sat. 21 Apr. BAA/SHA Joint Meeting. To be held at the
BMI. 9:30 am to 5:45 pm. Admission free. See p3.
Fri. 11 May. Preserving the UK’s Astronomical
Heritage. RAS Discussion Meeting to be held in the
Geological Society Lecture Theatre, Burlington House,
London. 10:00 am - 1:30 pm (followed by the RAS
AGM in the afternoon). Admission free for RAS
Fellows, otherwise £15.00. See http://www.ras.org.uk/
and follow the link to ‘Meetings’ or contact Prof. Clive
Ruggles
(cliveruggles@btinternet.com)
(non-SHA
event).
Sat. 16 Jun. SHA Summer Picnic. To be held at Pendrell
Hall, Codsall Wood, Staffordshire by kind invitation of
Mr John Armitage, with additional excursions to nearby
locations of interest. Admission by ticket, price £3.00.
See p3 and the flyer included with this issue of the
Newsletter.
Sat. 14 Jul. SHA AGM and Summer Conference: The
Survey of Astronomical History to be held at the National
Maritime Museum, Greenwich. The Conference will
focus on the practicalities of contributing to the Society’s
Survey of local astronomical history. Some time for
short papers on members’ own projects should also be
available. Contact the Secretary with offers of talks.
Further details TBA.
Sat. 6 Oct. SHA Autumn Conference: A Review of
Members’ Work to be held at the BMI. An unthemed
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meeting in which members can present any recent work.
Talks from 20 minutes to 1 hour including question time
are welcome. Contact the Secretary with offers of talks.
Further details TBA.

Council and Officers
Hon President:
Dr Allan Chapman

New members

Hon Vice Presidents:
Dr Michael Hoskin
Sir Patrick Moore CBE FRS

The Society for the History of Astronomy extends a very
warm welcome to the following members who have
recently joined the Society:

Chairman:
Gilbert Satterthwaite FRAS
(chair@shastro.org.uk)

Mr Andrew Stephens of Cheltenham, Gloucester,
Mr Ian David Williams of Tamworth, Staffordshire,
Miss Laura Carroll of Blackburn, Lancashire,
Mr Alan and Mrs Svetlana Charlesworth of Newport
Shropshire,
Mr Lee Todd MacDonald of Newbury, Berkshire,
Professor Yuri Mekler of Tel Aviv University, Israel,
Mr Paul Adrian Haley of Clehonger, Herefordshire,
Mr Michael R. Dryland of London,
Mr Richard Myer Baum of Chester.

Secretary:
Stuart Williams FRAS
26 Matlock Road, Bloxwich, Walsall, WS3 3QD
(secretary@shastro.org.uk)
Treasurer:
Kenneth J. Goward, FRAS,
14 Keightley Way, Tuddenham St Martin,
Ipswich, Suffolk, IP6 9BJ
(treasurer@shastro.org.uk)
Council Members
William Barton (bill_barton_2@msn.com)
Madeline Cox (library@shastro.org.uk)

Subscription reminder

Jerry Grover (jerryg@globalnet.co.uk)

If you have already renewed your subscription of the
SHA, please ignore his note and thank you for your
prompt support. However, if you have not renewed, you
are reminded that annual subscriptions were due on 1
January 2007. Your membership will be deemed to have
lapsed by March 2007 in accordance with the Society’s
constitution. In the normal course of events this issue of
the Newsletter will be the last communication that you
receive from the Society.
Subscription details were included with the previous
issue and are available from the Society’s Web site, but
briefly a personal subscription costs £22.50 per annum.
Cheques should be made payable to ‘The Society for the
History of Astronomy’ and sent to Ken Goward at the
address opposite.

Peter Hingley (pdh@ras.org.uk)
Mark Hurn (archive@shastro.org.uk)
Roger Jones (roger.jones@shastro.org.uk)
Kevin Kilburn (kkilburn@globalnet.co.uk)
Martin Lunn MBE (martinlunnmbe@aol.com)
Dr Reginald Withey (theaa@shastro.org.uk)
Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer
Dr W R Withey
Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer
16 Lennox Close, Gosport PO12 2UJ
(theaa@shastro.org.uk)
Assistant Editor, The Antiquarian Astronomer
Kevin Johnson (k.johnson@nmsi.ac.uk)
Newsletter correspondence to:
Clive Davenhall,
30, Millar Crescent,
Morningside,
Edinburgh, EH10 5HH
(newsletter@shastro.org.uk)

Guidelines for submitting
articles and letters to the
Newsletter
Guidelines for submitting articles and letters to the
Newsletter were included in a previous issue (No. 7, June
2005) and are available from the Society’s Web Site.

Librarian
Madeline Cox (library@shastro.org.uk)
Archivist
Mark Hurn (archive@shastro.org.uk)

Articles, letters and Newsletter inquiries should be sent
to Clive Davenhall. For electronic contributions the
email address is newsletter@shastro.org.uk. For paper
contributions see the box opposite.
The deadline for the next edition of the Newsletter is
Friday 12th May 2007.
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Web Site Manager
David Henderson (webmaster@shastro.org.uk)
General communications to the Society should be
directed to the Secretary in the first instance.
SHA Website:
http://www.shastro.org.uk
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